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This guide will assist you to install the Power Window delay unit into a
Series 1, 2, 3 or 4 T31 X-Trail (basically all Australian T31 models)

Tools Required:
Stanley knife.
Large pair of pliers.
Small flat blade screw driver
Philips Driver medium.
Side cutters.

Safety First.
Remove the Negative battery terminal.
1: Lift the bonnet and remove the Negative Battery terminal.

2: If you haven’t done so already, remove the keys from the ignition.

Remove the Glove box.
3: With the lid open grasp each side down near the hinges and pull
directly out toward you. Once the hinges are free, you can free up the
two arms that hold it in place.
4: There are 8 screws that need to be removed, don’t miss any of them.

There are two screws towards the back in the two strakes both down the
left and right sides. They also go up on an angle.

5: Grasp the bottom edge of the compartment and pull directly out
toward you. Once you get a bit clear work your way around releasing
all the clips until the compartment is free.
6: Remove the glove box light by twisting the bayonet fitting, Series 3
and 4 only.

7: Directly behind the glove compartment, is the bracket system that
holds the BCM. It is a good idea at this point to cable tie the delay box
in place on the right side. The cables exiting the box should be at the end
closest to the BCM.

8: Remove the 4 screws holding the mounting brackets. Pull the BCM
out towards you and twist so it is facing you. There is a small cable of 2
wires that goes directly vertical, it’s a yellow harness, unplug it by
pressing on the white release lever on its side and pull down. It will
make your life easier to work with this plug disconnected. (see caution
Note #1 below regarding this airbag plug)
With the BCM now rotated, line up the bracket on the right hand side
and put one of the screws in to hold the assembly in place. The one
screw will hold the BCM while we make our changes.

9: There is a small wrap of tape before the main harness wrap begins,
remove this for a better working area.
10: Separate out the Yellow wire going to pin 70 of M109 and at a good
working distance remove 13mm of insulation careful not to cut any
conductors. The cables from the Delay unit should come from the same
end as the main harness.

11: With the screws and crush barriers removed from the connector,
slide the cable through the slot and to the rear of the connector.

12: Fit the crush barriers and screws, tightening firmly. Do not over
tighten to a point where the clamp distorts. Ensure the crush barriers
are not caught on the top edge.

13: Wrap the connection firmly in insulation tape.

14: Separate out the blue that leaves the BCM on pin 68. At a good
working distance along the wire, strip 13mm of insulation from the
wire.

15: With the screws and crush barriers removed from the connector,
slide the cable through the slot and to the rear of the connector.
16: Fit the crush barriers and screws, tightening firmly. Ensure the
crush barriers are not caught on the top edge.

17: Check that you have made the proper connections and use cable ties
to secure the connectors and cables to the main harness to prevent
movement.
18: Separate out the wire leaving pin 11 of M107. It is marked as Slate/
Blue, but as there are several wires that appear very much the same
color, count it out on the connector to be sure. Use the red crimp tap to
join the brown wire of the delay unit to it. Cable-tie where necessary.

This is what you should have.

19: With everything checked, replace the BCM bracket back into it’s
mounting. There is two lugs on the bracket which help to hold it until
you get the screws in. Place the Green wire with the eyelet under a
screw as we will use this as our earth for the delay unit.

20: With the BCM remounted, reconnect the Air Bag Connector!!!!!
21: Recheck that you have replaced the Air Bag connector.!!!!!
22: Moment of truth. Reconnect the battery Negative terminal. By its
design, the unit will be active for 45 seconds from the time you
reconnect the battery. Check the operation of the windows during this
time. Wait for approximately one minute and confirm the windows do
not operate. Insert the key and turn to Accessories. Check the windows
work. Turn the key off and from this point is the 45 second delay period
in which the windows should still operate. If you listen carefully, you
will hear the relay drop out after the delay period. You will also notice
the drivers window button is illuminated during the delay period.
23: It will be necessary to reprogram the drivers window. With the
ignition on, fully open the window. Once opened hold the button fully
up and hold it there for 20 more seconds after the window has fully
closed. This time is critical so use a watch ect.
24: Replace the glove compartment ensuring that the clips along the left
edge go behind the dash proper as shown by the following picture.

25: Replace all screws and reattach the door.

Note 1: The small cable rising vertically is for the Passenger side airbag
and care must be taken to ensure that it is not damaged. If you
disconnect it and at some point turn the ignition on, you will get the
flashing Air Bag symbol on the dash. This will then require you to reset
the ACS. Ensure that you have reconnected it before re connecting the
battery.
Reset Procedure Courtesy of Jalal.
1. Turn the key from off to on.
2. Watch the airbag light closely. It will stay on for a few secs. and then
as soon as it blinks off (the start of the flashing), turn the key off
instantly.
3. Count to 5 (1 Mississippi, 2 Mississippi . . . .)
4. Repeat steps 1-3 two more times until you have done the cycle three
times.
5. Now turn the key on and watch the light. It will start blinking in a
different, slower manner. This is diagnostic mode. You can watch this
for a little while, no hurry.
6. Now turn the key off again, Count to 5 like in step 3 again, and turn
back on. If the procedure worked, the airbag light will not be flashing.

Part Num Description

Jaycar Part Number Comments

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

2.7
390R
560R
10K
4K7
47R
270K
4K7
10K

1/2 watt
1/2 watt
1/2 watt
1 watt
1/2 watt
1/2 watt
1/2 watt

RR2512
RR0562
RR0566
RR0596
RR0588
RR2542
RR0630
RR0588
RR0596

C1
C2
C3

.1 Uf MKT
220uF 25 Volt
220uF 25 Volt

RM7125
RE6160
RE6160

Q1
Q2
Q3

BC337 Transistor
BC337
BC337

ZT2115
ZT2115
ZT2115

D1
D2
D3

1N4004 1A 400V Diode

ZR1004
ZR1412
ZR1407

1 watt

12V 1N4742 1 Watt Zener Diode
7.5V 1N4737 1 Watt Zener Diode

IC1
IC2

4011 Quad 2-in NAND Gate
4N25 Opto Coupler

ZC4011
ZD1928

RLY

Relay 60 Amp SPDT
5.3 MM Eyelett
Spade Terminal Red
SpadeTerminal 9.5mm
Tap Splice Red

SY4074
PT4614
PT4507
PT4717

Nylon Enclosure

HB6080

Printed Circuit Board

Pack of 2
Pack of 8
Pack of 8
Pack of 8
Pack of 8
Pack of 2
Pack of 8

